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For more information: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/ArdaGrid/SiteStatusBoard 

Contact: dashboard-support.cern.ch 
 

Given the distributed nature of the grid and the way CPU resources are pledged and shared around the globe, Virtual 
Organizations are facing the challenge to efficiently monitor the use of these resources. 

The Site Status Board solution : a highly customizable and easy to configure monitoring tool that is a container 
for metrics and can provide their visualization (both current overview and evaluation of historical data) 

CMS production team: “We need a central place to monitor if we are using all our resources or even more, and help us debug problems if we 
are not utilizing all of the resources.“ 

Hey, I can do that, just 
provide me the data you 
want to monitor (in text 

or JSON format) 
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 aggregation - store only status changes 
 data compression – configure which data to 

compress and how 
 

 current status and historical data  
 plenty of customizable plots, statistics, ranking plots 
 client side caching of data – no DB call if requested data was previously loaded 
 metric data modification from the UI 

Notifications  alarms to site responsible on status change 
 alarms to data providers when source of data is not available 

ranking plot ranking plot with statistics metric data modification 

Condor/glideinWMS 

metric : measurement of site performance or result of functional test 
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